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Abstract. We generalize the concept of an (r, s, q)-jet to the concept of a non-holonomic
(r, s, q)-jet. We define the composition of such objects and introduce a bundle functor J̃r,s,q :
FMk,l×FM defined on the product category of (k, l)-dimensional fibered manifolds with
local fibered isomorphisms and the category of fibered manifolds with fibered maps. We
give the description of such functors from the point of view of the theory of Weil functors.
Further, we introduce a bundle functor J̃r,s,q1 : 2-FMk,l → FM defined on the category
of 2-fibered manifolds with FMk,l-underlying objects.
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Preliminaries
We present a contribution to the theory of jet functors. We come out from the clas-
sical concept of a non-holonomic r-jet, the introduction of which goes back to Ehres-
mann, [2]. The classical results on the theory of non-holonomic jets were achieved
by Pradines, [12] and many problems related to them were studied by other authors,
e.g. Kolář, Virsik, Kureš.
The present paper is devoted to the investigation of fibered non-holonomic jets
from the point of view of bundle functors, [5]. We follow the basic terminology from
[5]. The category of smooth manifolds with smooth maps is denoted byM f while the
category of m-dimensional manifolds with local diffeomorphism is denoted byM fm.
Further, denote by FM (FMm) the category of fibered manifolds with fibered
maps (with m-dimensional bases and base maps formed by local diffeomorphisms).
The first starting point is the concept of an (r, s, q)-jet, introduced and studied
by Kolář and Doupovec (e.g. in [1] and [3]). We essentially use the classical results
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on product preserving bundle functors. Bundle functors of this kind defined on the
category M f coincide with Weil functors, [5], while those defined on the category
FM are of the form T µ for homomorphisms µ : A → B of Weil algebras, [8].
Another starting point is the paper of Kolář, [3], devoted to the abstract definition
of jet functors. Bundle functors of this kind are considered either on the product
categoryM fm×M f so that they preserve products in the second factor and staisfy
the finiteness of order in the first factor, or they are considered as fiber-product
preserving bundle functors on the category FMm.
In Section 1, we generalize the first concept to the concept of a fibered jet functor,
which is defined on the product category FMk,l ×FM , preserves products in the
second factor and satisfies the assumption of finite order in the first factor. Its well-
known example is the functor of (r, s, q)-jets. In Section 2, we define the concept
of a non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jet and the composition of such objects. We prove some
assertions related to them the character of which being rather technical. In Section 3,
we define a bundle functor J̃r,s,q of non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jets and describe it from
the point of view of the Weil theory. We also give a simple iteration formula for such
functors. Moreover, we introduce a bundle functor J̃r,s,q1 : 2-FMk,l → FM defined
on the category of 2-fibered manifolds with FMk,l-underlying objects.
1. Bundle functors on FMk,l ×FM
In [6], Kolář and Mikulski classified all bundle functors defined on the category
M fm ×M f , the product of the category of m-dimensional manifolds and the cat-
egory of smooth manifolds, which are of order r in the first factor. They found a
bijection between bundle functors of this kind and couples (G,H) of bundle func-
tors G : M f → FM and group homomorphisms H : Grm → N E (G) assigning
natural equivalences over G to elements of Grm. The correspondence is given by
F 7→ (GF , HF ) for GF defined by GFN = F0(
  m , N), GF f = F (id  m , f) and the
action HF of Grm on G
F defined by HF (jr0g)(a) = F (g, idN )(a) for a ∈ GFN . Con-
versely, any couple (G,H) is assigned a bundle functorM fm×M f → FM defined
by F (M,N) = P rM [GN,HN ], the associated bundle to the frame bundle P rM with
the standard fiber GN and the action HN of Grm on GN .
Moreover, the authors specified the result for the case of F preserving products
in the second factor. Then any G is a Weil functor TA and H is a homomorphism
with values in Aut(A) since natural transformations of Weil functors are canonicaly
identified with homomorphisms of the corresponding Weil algebras, ([4], [5]).
To generalize the result to the product category FMk,l ×FM , we shall need the
concept of an (r, s, q) jet, s > r 6 q, [3]. Let us recall it. For a fibered manifold
p : Y → M and a manifold Z, two maps f , g are said to determine the same (r, s)-
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jet (r 6 s) at y ∈ M if jryf = jryg and in addition jsy(f |Yx) = jsy(g|Yx), where
x = p(y) and Yx denotes the fiber of Y over x. In case of Z being a fibered manifold
q : Z → N , two (r, s)-jets jr,sy f and jr,sy g of fibered morphisms f, g : Y → Z are said
to determine the same (r, s, q)-jet at y ∈ Y (q > r) if jqxf = jqxg for the base maps f ,
g : M → N associated to f , g.
In [1], Doupovec and Kolář studied bundle functors T r,s,qk,l , defined on objects
by T r,s,qk,l Y = J
r,s,q
0,0 (
  k,l , Y ) and on morphisms by T r,s,qk,l f(jr,s,q0,0 ϕ) = jr,s,q0,0 (f ◦ ϕ)
for any FM -morphism f : Y → Z. By   k,l , we denote the fibered manifold pr1 :  k ×   l →   k . In [1], there was also mentioned the differential group Gr,s,qk,l =
inv Jr,s,q0,0 (
  k,l ,   k,l )0,0 = inv T r,s,qk,l (
  k,l )0,0. Bundle functors T r,s,qk,l preserve products
and by [8] and [1] they can be considered as the functors T ν for ν :  qk →  r,sk,l defined
by
(1.1) ν = πqr ×Ol, πqr(jq0ϕ) = jr0ϕ, 0l(jq0ϕ) = 0 ∈  sl .
A bundle functor F : FMk,l ×FM → FM is said to be of order (r, s, q) in the
first factor if for any local fibered isomorphisms f, g : Y → Y satisfying jr,s,qy f =
jr,s,qy g it holds Fy,z(f, h) = Fy,z(g, h) for any y ∈ Y , z ∈ Z and any FM -morphism
h : Z → Z.
Analogously to [6], define a bundle functor GF : FM → FM by GFZ =
F0,0(
  k,l , Z) and GF f = F (id  k,l , f) for any FM -morphism f : Z → Z. Fur-
ther, define an action HFZ of G
r,s,q
k,l on G
FZ by HFZ (j
r,s,q
0,0 g)(s) = F (g, idZ)(s) for
any s ∈ GFZ. It holds GF f ◦HFZ (g)(s) = F (id  k,l , f) ◦ F (g, idZ)(s) = F (g, idZ) ◦
F (id  k,l , f)(s) = HF
Z
(jr,s,q0,0 g) ◦ GF f(s). It follows that HF (jr,s,q0,0 g) is a natural
equivalence. Since HF (jr,s,q0,0 g1 ◦ jr,s,q0,0 g2) = HF (jr,s,q0,0 g1) ◦ HF (jr,s,q0,0 g2) we deduce
that HF : Gr,s,qk,l → N E (GF ) is a homomorphism assigning to elements of G
r,s,q
k,l
natural equivalences on GF .
Conversely, having a bundle functor G on FM and a homomorphism Gr,s,qk,l →
N E (G), we construct a bundle functor (G,H) : FMk,l × FM → FM assigning
to any couple of objects Y, Z the associated bundle (G,H)(Y, Z) = P r,s,qY [GZ,HZ ]
to the frame bundle P r,s,qY = inv Jr,s,q(
  k,l , Y ) of order (r, s, q) with standard fiber
GZ and the left action HZ on GZ.
The following assertion is the modification of that in [6] to bundle functors under
discussion.
Proposition 1. Let F : FMk,l × FM → FM be a bundle functor of order
(r, s, q) in the first factor. Then F = (GF , HF ).

	
. For any jr,s,q0,0 ϕ ∈ P r,s,qy Y we define the frame map






jr,s,q0,0 ϕ(s) = F (ϕ, idZ)(s). The proof is accomplished by the verification
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of its correctness and bijectivity which is easy and analogous to the situation in [6].

Let G : FM → FM be another bundle functor of order (r, s, q) in the first factor
and H : Gr,s,qk,l → N E (G) a group homomorphism. Further, let us have a natural
transformation t : G→ G that is Gr,s,qk,l -invariant, i.e. H(j
r,s,q
0,0 g)◦tZ = tZ ◦H(jr,s,q0,0 g).
Then we have an induced natural transformation τ̃ : (G,H) → (G,H) defined by
τ̃Y,Z = idP r,s,qY [tZ ] : P r,s,qY [GZ,HZ ] → P r,s,qY [GZ,HZ ]. Conversely, let F and
F be two bundle functors on FMk,l ×FM of order (r, s, q) in the first factor and
τ : F → F be a natural transformation. Analogously as in Lemma 14.11 of [5] one
deduces that τY,Z is over identity on Y × Z which induces a natural transformation
t : GF → GF defined by tZ = τ  k,l,Z|F0(  k,lZ) . Analogously as in [6] one can show
that HFZ (j
r,s,q
0,0 g) ◦ tZ = tZ ◦ HFZ (jr,s,q0,0 g). This follows from τ  k,l,Z ◦ F (g, idZ) =
F (g, idZ) ◦ τ  k,l,Z upon restricting over (0, 0) ∈
  k,l .
The following assertion is the modification of Proposition 6 in [6] to the inves-
tigated bundle functors preserving products in the second factor, i.e. those bundle
functors on FMk,l ×FM which satisfy F (Y, Z1 × Z2) = F (Y, Z1)×Y F (Y, Z2).
Proposition 2. (G,H) preseves products in the second factor if and only if
G = T µ for some Weil algebra homomorphism µ : A → B and H : Gr,s,q →
Aut(A, µ,B) is a homomorphism of Lie groups. In this case it holds (G,H)(g, f×h) =
(G,H)(g, f)×g (G,H)(g, h) for every local fibered isomorphism g : Y → Y and every
fibered maps f : Z1 → Z1 and h : Z2 → Z2.
2. Non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jets
In the present section, we introduce the concept of a non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jet as
a generalization of an (r, s, q) jet, introduced and studied by Doupovec and Kolář in
[1]. Further, we define the composition of such objects. We start from the concept of
a non-holonomic r-jet introduced by Ehresmann, [2] and studied by many authors,
e.g. Kolář ([3]), Pradines ([12]), Kureš ([6]) and in [13].
For r = 1, non-holonomic r-jets coincide with the holonomic jets and so does
their composition. By induction in respect to r, we remind the definition and the
composition of non-holonomic r-jets. For manifoldsM , N and x ∈M , y ∈ N denote
by J̃rx(M,N)y the space of non-holonomic r-jets with the source x and the target
y. By α and β, denote the source and target projections. To define non-holonomic
(r + 1)-jets, consider local sections σ : M → J̃r(M,N) in a neighbourhood of x.
Then non-holonomic (r+1)-jets X satisfying α(X) = x are just elements of the form
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j1xσ. Further, let X1 = j
1
xσ1 ∈ J̃rx(M,N)y and X2 = j1xσ2 ∈ J̃ry (N,P ). Then the
composition X2 ◦r+1 X1 is defined by
(2.1) X2 ◦r+1 X1 = j1x(σ2(β(σ1(u)) ◦r σ1(u))
where ◦r denotes the composition of non-holonomic r-jets. It will be useful to con-
sider the formula (2.1) in the form
(2.2) X2 ◦r+1 X1 = j1xs for s = (◦r) ◦ (id×(σ2 ◦ β)) ◦ (σ1 × σ1).
Consider FM -objects pY : Y → M , qZ : Z → N . In the following definition, we
introduce the concept of a fibered non-holonomic r-jet. It is defined by induction as
follows
Definition 1. 1-jets j1yf ∈ J1y (Y, Z)z of FM -morphisms f : Y → Z are said to
be fibered non-holonomic 1-jets with the source y ∈ Y and the target z ∈ Z. The
space of such objects considered as a fibered manifold p1Y,Z : J
1(Y, Z) → J1(M,N) is





j1xf , x = pY (y). We write J̃
1(Y, Z).
Suppose we have defined fibered non-holonomic r-jets and the surjective submer-
sion prY,Z : J̃
r(Y, Z) → J̃r(M,N) covering (pY , qZ) with respect to the product (α, β)
of the source and target projections. Let σ : Y → J̃r(Y, Z) be fibered local sections,










where σ denotes the base map associated to σ. Then 1-jets j1yσ of such elements
are said to be fibered non-holonomic (r + 1)-jets. Define the fibered manifold pr+1Y,Z :
J̃r+1(Y, Z) → J̃r+1(M,N) by pr+1Y,Z (j1yσ) = j1xσ = j1x(p(u) 7→ σ(p(u)) = j1x(p(u) 7→
prY,Z(σ(u)). Then p
r+1
Y,Z is said to be the space of fibered non-holonomic (r + 1)-jets.
In the last definition, one should verify that prY,Z is a surjective submersion. This
is done by induction. For r = 1, the assertion is obvious. In the induction step,
suppose having a local section srY,Z with respect to the diagram from Definition 1,
and a local section ν : M → J̃r(M,N) with repect to (α, β). We define the local
section sr+1Y,Z : J̃






(srY,Z ◦ ν ◦ pY ),
where s0Y,Z is the local section M → Y covered by every srY,Z . Now one can imme-
diately verify that pr+1Y,Z ◦ sr+1Y,Z (j1xν) = j1xν.
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Remark. The formula 2.2 implies that prY,Z preserves the composition of fibered
non-holonomic r-jets. In formulas this reads
(2.3) prZ,W (j
1
zσ2) ◦r prY,Z(j1yσ1) = prY,W (j1zσ2 ◦r j1yσ1)
where W → P is another fibered manifold.
For any fibered manifolds pY : Y → M and pZ : Z → N , elements of J1(Y, Z)
coincide with tangent maps Tf of FM -morphisms f : Y → Z. Consider elements
j1y(f |Yx), pY (y) = x and let Yx denote the fiber of Y over x. Elements of this kind
are identified with Vyf where V denotes the vertical tangent bundle. Let us denote
by J1,V (Y, Z) the space of all elements of this kind. Further, consider the maps
π1,VY,Z : J






Then the following holds
Lemma 1. The maps π1,V from (2.4) are surjective submersions invariant with
respect to the composition, i.e.
(2.5) π1,VY,W (j
1
y(g ◦ f)) = π1,VZ,W (j1zg) ◦ π1,VY,Z(j1yf)
for arbitrary FM -morphism g : (Z → N) → (W → P ).

	
. The proof is immediately obtained from the definition of π1,V . 
For arbitrary manifoldsM , N , the space of non-holonomic r-jets can be considered
as the r-th iteration of J1 in the following sense. Put J1MN = J
1(M,N). We can
identify J1(M,N) with the space J11 (M × N) of local sections with respect to the
canonical projection M ×N →M , [5]. Then J̃r(M,N) can be defined by
(2.6) J̃r(M,N) = J1M ◦ . . . ◦ J1MN.
For fibered manifolds pY : Y → M and qZ : Z → N we can express the space
of fibered 1-jets J1(Y, Z) by J1(Y, Z) ' J1Y Z ' p : J1Y Z → J1MN for p defined by
p(j1yf) = j1xf , x = pY (y). We can analogously obtain the space of fibered non-
holonomic r-jets J̃r(Y, Z) as the r-th iteration of J1Y to Z, i.e. J̃
r(Y, Z) ' J1Y ◦ . . . ◦
J1Y Z.
We can also define an arbitrary composition of J1Y and J
1,V
Y . By induction we can
define the composition of elements from Ĵr(Y, Z) and Ĵr(Z,W ) where Ĵr denotes
the space of generalized fibered non-holonomic r-jets. Such a space is obtained as
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an arbitrary r-th iteration of J1Y and J
1,V
Y to Z. The composition is defined as
follows. Let σ : Y → Ĵr(Y, Z) and % : Ĵr(Z,W ) be local fibered sections satisfying
β(σ(y)) = z ∈ Z, y ∈ Y . Then j1yσ and j1,Vy σ are elements of Ĵr+1(Y, Z) and so are
j1z% and j
1,V
z %. Their composition is given by
j1z%◦̂r+1j1yσ = j1y(%(β(σ(u)))◦̂rσ(u)) or(2.7)
j1,Vz %◦̂r+1j1,Vy σ = j1,Vy (%(β(σ(u)))◦̂rσ(u))
for the obvious source and target projections α : Ĵr(Y, Z) → Y and β : Ĵr(Y, Z) →
Z.
Definition 2. Let Y , Z be fibered manifolds. Then the space J̃r,s(Y, Z) iden-
tified with J1,VY ◦ . . . ◦ J1,VY︸ ︷︷ ︸
(s−r)-times
◦ J1Y ◦ . . . ◦ J1Y︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-times
Z is said to be the space of (r, s)-non-
holonomic jets between Y and Z. The composition of (r, s)-non-holonomic jets is
defined by the formula (2.7).
In what follows, we are going to define the projection πr,sY,Z : J̃
s(Y, Z) → J̃r,s(Y, Z)
and prove that it preserves compositions. Thus we prove that non-holonomic (r, s)-
jets are in fact equivalence classes of fibered non-holonomic s-jets corresponding to
πr,s. Moreover, their composition will be given by the composition of any represen-
tative fibered non-holonomic s-jets.
Let us define the projection πr,sY,Z : J̃
s(Y, Z) → J̃r,s(Y, Z) by induction with respect
to s − r as follows. Put πr,r+1Y,Z := π
1,V
Y,J̃r(Y,Z)
for all r ∈  . Suppose we have defined
πr,sY,Z . Then π
r,s+1
Y,Z : J̃
s+1(Y, Z) → J̃r,s+1(Y, Z) is defined by





for any local fibered section σ : Y → J̃s(Y, Z).
Proposition 3. LetX1 ∈ J̃s(Y, Z) andX2 ∈ J̃s(Z,W ) be fibered non-holon-omic
s-jets satisfying β(X1) = α(X2). Then the πr,s defined by (2.8) satisfies
(2.9) πr,sY,W (X2 ◦s X1) = πr,sZ,W (X2) ◦r,s πr,sY,Z(X1)
for the composition ◦r,s defined in (2.7).

	
. We prove the assertion by induction in respect to s− r. For s = r + 1
the assertion is immediately deduced from (2.2) and Lemma 1. Suppose (2.9) be
valid for r and s. For s + 1, we have πr,s+1Y,W (j
1
z% ◦s+1 j1yσ) = π1,VY,J̃r,s(Y,W )(j
1
y(u 7→
πr,sY,W (%(β(σ(u)))◦s σ(u)))) = π1,VY,J̃r,s(Y,W )(j
1
y(u 7→ πr,sY,W (%(β(σ(u))))◦r,s πr,sY,Z(σ(u))))





yσ) which proves the assertion. 
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Let s1 > s2. Denote by πs1s2 the (s1−s2)− th iteration of the projection β1 defined
as follows. For j1ys ∈ J̃r(Y, Z) put β1(j1ys) = s(y) where s is a local fibered section
Y → J̃r−1(Y, Z) for arbitrary r. Thus we have πs1s2,Y,Z : J̃s1(Y, Z) → J̃s2(Y, Z).
Clearly, πs1s2 preserves compositions of non-holonomic jets. By definition 2.1. there
is a surjective submersion prY,Z : J̃
r(Y, Z) → J̃r(M,N) defining the structure of a
fibered manifold on J̃r(Y, Z). In the following definition we give the concept of a non-
holonomic (r, s, q)-jet. The composition of such objects will be given by Proposition 3
and Definition 1.
Definition 3. Let q > r 6 s be integers, t = max{q, s} and pY : Y → M ,
pZ : Z → N be fibered manifolds. Define the concept of a non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jet
and the projection πr,s,qY,Z : J̃
t(Y, Z) → J̃r,s,q(Y, Z) as follows. Two fibered non-
holonomic t-jets X1, X2 ∈ J̃ t(Y, Z) are said to determine the same non-holonomic
(r, s, q)-jet, i.e. πr,s,qY,Z (X1) = π
r,s,q
Y,Z (X2) if the following conditions are satisfied
(i) πtr(X1) and πtr(X2) determine the same fibered non-holonomic r jet.
(ii) πr,sY,Z ◦ πts(X1) and πr,sY,Z ◦ πts(X2) determine the same non-holonomic (r, s)-jet.
(iii) pqY,Z ◦ πtq(X1) and p
q
Y,Z ◦ πtq(X2) determine the same non-holonomic q-jet over
manifolds M , N .
The composition ◦r,s,q of non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jets ξ1 ∈ J̃r,s,q(Y, Z) and ξ2 ∈
J̃r,s,q(Z,W ) is defined as the equivalence class corresponding to the composition
of any representatives X1 and X2, (i.e. elements satisfying π
r,s,q
Y,Z (X1) = ξ1 and
πr,s,qZ,W (X1) = ξ2). In formulas, it reads
(2.10) ξ2 ◦r,s,q ξ1 = πr,s,qY,W (X2 ◦t X1) = πr,s,qZ,W (X2) ◦r,s,q πr,s,qY,Z (X1)
It follows from the definition of ◦r,s and (2.3) that the composition ◦r,s,q is well
defined. The following assertion shall be used in Section 3 showing that all of the so
called generalized r, s-jets or (r, s, q)-jets are naturally equivalent.
Proposition 4. There is a canonical bijection sY,Z : J1,V ◦ J1(Y, Z) → J1 ◦
J1,V (Y, Z) defined by
(2.11) j1,Vy σ 7→ j1y(u 7→ π1,VY,Z(σ(u)))
for any local fibered section σ : Y → J1(Y, Z). Moreover, sY,Z preserves composi-
tions, i.e.
(2.12) sY,W (j1z% ◦1V,1 j1,Vy σ) = sZ,W (j1,Vz %) ◦1,1V sY,Z(j1,Vy σ)
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for the jet composition ◦1V,1 on J1,V ◦ J1 and ◦1,1V on J1 ◦ J1,V and a fibered local
section % : Z → J1(Z,W ). Further, sY,Z satisfies





. We use coordinates. Let xi be base and yp the fiber coordinates of the
fibered manifold Y overM . Similarly, let uι be the base and Za the fiber coordinates





the fibered 1-jets from J1(Y, Z) and further, the additional coordinates Za0p, Zaip, Z
a
pq
on J1,V ◦ J1Y,Z . Thus on J1,V (Y, Z) we have the induced coordinates xi,yp,uι , Za.









1 ◦ J1,V (Y, Z). Then










ip. This proves that s is
a bijection. From the formulas for the composition of fibered non-holonomic 2-jets,
using the fact that they are fibered and the definition of ◦1,1V and ◦1V,1, one can
immediately verify that s preserves compositions. Using coordinates one can also
directly prove (2.13). 
Remark. Let us consider the space Ĵs of the so called generalized non-holono-
mic fibered s-jets with their composition defined in (2.7). Further, denote by Ĵr,s
the space of generalized fibered non-holonomic s-jets obtained by r iterations of
J1 and s − r iterations of J1,V . Further, denote by Ĵs;r0 or Ĵr,s;r0 such a space
Ĵs or Ĵr,s that is obtained by making first r0 iterations of J1. Then we can define
π̂r,sY,Z : J̃
s(Y, Z) → Ĵr,s(Y, Z) modifying the construction of πr,sY,Z before Proposition 3
as follows. We construct π̂s;r0Y,Z : J̃
s
Y,Z → Ĵs;r0 by induction in respect to s − r0
analogously but modifying (2.8) to
(2.14) j1yσ 7→ j1y(π̂r,sY,Z ◦ σ)
in case the current iteration is J1. We can formulate an assertion which is the
modification of Proposition 3 to the generalized projection π̂r,s and the generalized
composition (2.7). Its proof is only a modification of that of Proposition 3 and so
we omit it.
Proposition 5. Let X1 ∈ Ĵs(Y, Z) and X2 ∈ Ĵs(Z,W ) be generalized fibered
non-holonomic s-jets of the same type satisfying β(X1) = α(X2). Then π̂r,s satisfies
(2.15) π̂r,sY,W (X2 ◦s X1) = π̂r,sZ,W (X2)◦̂r,sπ̂r,sY,Z(X1)
for the composition ◦̂r,s defined in (2.7).
In the very end we remark that that the bijection sY,Z from Proposition 4 yields
the identification of all Ĵr,s no matter what is the order of J1 and J1,V .
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3. Bundle functors of non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jets
In the present section, we are going to introduce a bundle functor J̃r,s,q : FMk,l×
FM → FM and a bundle functor functor J̃r,s,q1 : 2-FMk,l → FM . In this way
we generalize the functors Jr and J̃r from M fm × M f and their modifications Jr1
and J̃r1 to FMm. Further, we generalize the bundle functor J
r,s,q on FMm ×FM
defined and studied by Doupovec and Kolář in [1]. We also describe J̃r,s,q in the
form of P r,s,q[T µ, H J̃
r,s,q
] according to Section 1.
Let us recall that for a local diffeomorphism g : M →M , a smooth map h : N →
N and a non-holonomic r-jet X ∈ J̃r(M,N), the element J̃r(g, h)(X) is defined
as jrβ(X)h ◦r X ◦r jrg(α(X))g−1. In the last formula, holonomic r-jets jrβ(X)h and
jrg(α(X))g
−1 are considered as non-holonomic ones applying the canonical inclusion j
of holonomic into non-holonomic r-jets defined by the formula
jrxf 7→ j1x(ur−1 7→ j1ur−1(ur−2 7→ j1ur−2(. . . (u2 7→ j1u2(3.1)
(u1 7→ f̃(u1, . . . , ur−1))) . . .))),
where f̃ is the constant map assingning every element of the form (u1, . . . , ur−1)
constantly the Taylor polynomial T rxf of order r in x.
For a local FMk,l-isomorphism g : Y1 → Y2 and an FM -morphism Z1 → Z2
define J̃r,s,q(g, f) : J̃r,s,q(Y1, Z1) → J̃r,s,q(Y2, Z2) by




for any X ∈ J̃r,s,q(Y1, Z1). The composition of non-holonomic (r, s, q)-jets ◦r,s,q with
the holonomic ones jr,s,qβ(X)f and j
r,s,q
g(α(X))g
−1 is considered as the composition of non-
holonomic (r, s, q)-jets applying the embedding πr,s,q ◦ i with the canonical inclusion
i of max{s, q}-holonomic into max{s, q}-non-holonomic jets. The correctness of (3.2)
is a consequence of (2.10).
It follows from the construction of J̃r,s,q that it is a bundle functor on FMk,l ×
FM of order (r, s, q) in the first factor and that it preserves products in the sec-
ond factor. Analogously one deduces the same for the bundle functor J 1,V de-
fined on FM k, l × FM . It is easy to see that πr,sY,Z : J̃s(Y, Z) → J̃r,s(Y, Z),
πr,s,qY,Z : J̃
t(Y, Z) → J̃r,s,q(Y, Z) and πs1s2,Y,Z : J̃s1(Y, Z) → J̃s2(Y, Z) form natural
transformations.
In the following proposition, we find step by step GJ̃
r,s,q
in the form of T µ, ([8])
and H J̃
r,s,q
applying essentially Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. Further, we find
the couples of Weil algebra homomorphisms associated to the recently disscussed
natural transformations πrs and π
r,s,q , ([8], [14]). Let us put T̃ sk,l = J̃
s
0,0(
  k,l , ·) and




Proposition 6. (i) The bundle functor J̃s of fibered non-holonomic jets is nat-






is of the form T ν for a Weil algebra
homomorphism ν defined by
(3.3) ν = ι⊗ . . .⊗ ι︸ ︷︷ ︸
s-times
: ˜ sk =  1k ⊗ . . .⊗  1k →  1k+l ⊗ . . .⊗  1k+l = ˜ sk+l .
The map ι :  1k →  1k+l is the canonical injection homomorphism. Further, H J̃
s
:
Gs,s,sk,l → Aut(T ν) is given by the formula (3.2) if we substitute the identity map for













2 being the inclusion j
from (3.1).
(ii) The bundle functor J̃r,s of non-holonomic (r, s)-jets is naturally equivalent to
(T µ, H J̃
r,s
) where µ is a Weil algebra homomorphism defined by
(3.4) µ = ι⊗ . . .⊗ ι︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-times
⊗ i⊗ . . .⊗ i︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r−s)-times
: ˜ rk → ˜ rk+l ⊗ ˜ s−rl
for ˜ 1k =  1k ⊗ . . .⊗  1k ⊗
  ⊗ . . .⊗   and the canonical inclusion i :   →  1l . The
homomorphism H J̃
r,s
: Gr,s,rk,l → Aut(T µ) is given by the formula (3.2) substituting
the identity map for f .
(iii) The natural transformation πr,s is represented by a couple of (ν, µ)-related









µ // ˜ rk+l ⊗ ˜ s−rl
where % = πsr = id⊗ . . . id︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-times
⊗ p0 ⊗ . . .⊗ p0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(s−r)-times
and σ = id⊗ . . . id︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-times
⊗ pk,l ⊗ . . . pk,l︸ ︷︷ ︸
(s−r)-times
. The
projection p0 is the Weil algebra homomorphism  1k →
 
annihilating nilpotent
parts and pk,l :  1k+l →  1l annihilates first k variables. Moreover, H can be
decomposed into the couple of group homomorphisms H1 : Grk → Aut(˜ rk ) and
H2 : Gr,sk,l → Aut(˜ r,sk,l ) where H1 is the inclusion j from (3.1) and H2 is defined
by H2(πr,s k,l,(  →pt) (js(0,0)ϕ)) = π
r,s k,l,(  →pt) (j(js(0,0)ϕ)).

	
. (i) It is easy to verify that J10,0((
  k,l →   k ), (   →   )) =  1k and
J10,0((
  k,l →   k ), (   → pt)) =  1k+l . Further, one can immediately deduce that
J10,0(id  k,l , τ) = T̃ 1k,l(τ) = ι, where τ : (
  →   ) → (   → pt) is the identity map, [8].
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By the iteration property of functors T µ, i.e. T µ1 ◦T µ2 = T µ1⊗µ2 presented in [14]
and [11] we obtain the first assertion. The second assertion is directly obtained by
the formula (3.2), Remark following Definition 2.1 and Proposition 3.
(ii) It is easy to see that J1,V0,0 ((
  k,l →   k ), (   →   )) =   and J1,V0,0 ((
  k,l →  k ), (   → pt)) = ˜ 1l . One can easily verify that J1,V0,0 (id  k,l , τ) is the canonical
injection of
 
into  1l . The iteration property of functors T µ is deduced analo-
gously as in (i) of the first assertion. The second assertion follows immediately from
Proposition 3 and the formula (3.2).
(iii) We procced by induction following exactly the formula (2.8). The first asser-
tion is obtained if we consider the fact that every natural transformation T ν → T µ
corresponds to the couple of (ν, µ)-related Weil algebra homomorphisms, [8] and [14].
The second assertion is obtained from the formula (3.2), (2.10) and the composition
of non-holonomic fibered jets taking into account that every element of Gr,sk,l can be
considered in the form (jr0g1, j
r,s
0,0g2) = π
r,s k,l,  k,l (js0g1, js0,0g2). 
The following Proposition gives the main result
Proposition 7. (i) J̃r,s,q is a bundle functor on FMk,l × FM identified with
P r,s,q[T̃ r,s,qk,l , H
J̃r,s,qk,l ], where T̃ r,s,qk,l and H
J̃r,s,qk,l are as follows.
The bundle functor T̃ r,s,qk,l : FMk,l → FM is of the form T ϑ for a Weil algebra
homomorphism ϑ : ˜ qk → ˜ r,sk,l defined by
(3.6) ϑ = (ι⊗ . . .⊗ ι︸ ︷︷ ︸
r-times
⊗ i⊗ . . .⊗ i︸ ︷︷ ︸
(s−r)-times
) ◦ πqr
where ι :  1k →  1k+l is the canonical inclusion, i :
  →  1l is the canonical inclusion
of reals and p0 :  1k →
 
is the projection annihilating the nilpotent parts.
Further, H J̃
r,s,q
k,l is defined by H J̃
r,s,q
k,l (jr,s,q0,0 g)(X) = X ◦r,s,q jr,s,q0,0 g−1. Moreover,
H J̃
r,s,q
k,l can be considered as a couple of homomorphisms H1 : G
q





k,l → Aut(˜ r,sk,l ) defined as follows. H1(jq0g1)(j
˜ q
k ϕ) = j˜
 q





k,l ψ) = j
˜ r,s
k,l (ψ ◦ g−12 ), i.e. H1 and H2 are as in Proposition 6, part
(iii).
(ii) Let t = max{s, q}. Then the natural transformation πr,s,q corresponds to a
couple of (ν, ϑ)-related Weil algebra homomorphisms (%, σ), where % = πtq : ˜ tk → ˜ qk
is the canonical projection and σ : ˜ tk,l → ˜ r,sk,l is the composition πr,s ◦ πts.
It is easy to see that a bundle functor T idA can be identified with the Weil functor
TA. Further, T̃ r,s,qk,l is identified with the couple of bundle functors T̃
q
k : M f → FM
and the functor T µ from Proposition 6., (ii). Thus T̃ r,s,qk,l is identified with the couple
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of Weil algebra homomorphisms id˜ q
k
and µ : ˜ rk → ˜ r,sk,l which is due to the form of
µ obviously identified with ϑ. This proves the first claim.
As for the second assertion, it is easy to see that for two fibered t jets jt0,0g,
jt0,0h determining the same (r, s) jet and for two fibered non-holonomic t-jets X1, X2
determining the same fibered non-holonomic (r, s)-jet the compositionsX1◦(jt0,0g)−1
andX2◦(jt0,0h)−1 determine the same non-holonomic (r, s)-jet by the second assertion
of Proposition 6, (iii). This yields the required reducibility with respect to the (r, s)-
components of the non-holonomic (r, s, q) jet. This reducibility with respect to the
first components follows from the formula projection property of the projection pt
from Definition 1.
(ii) Let pk,lk and p denote projection homomorphisms annihilating the last l vari-

















































˜ rk ˜ rk
µ
=={{{{{{{{
the commutativity of which is easy to verify. 
Remark. Obviously, the sY,Z from Proposition 4 is a natural equivalence J1,V ◦
J1 → J1 ◦ J1,V and, consquentely, all of the so called generalized fibered non-
holonomic (r, s)-jets and (r, s, q)-jets are mutualy identified in the sense of a natural
equivalence. The natural equivalence s : J1,V ◦ J1 → J1 ◦ J1,V corresponds to the
couple of Weil algebra exchange isomorphisms % = id  1,k :  1k '  1k ⊗
  →   ⊗  1k '
 1k and σ :  1k+l ⊗  1l →  1l ⊗  1k+l .
In what follows, we introduce a bundle functor J̃r,s,q1 : 2-FMk,l → FM where
2-FMk,l denotes the category of 2-fibered manifolds with FMk,l base objects. We
recall that the objects of the category 2-FM , ([9], [10]) are fibered surjective sub-




























All arrows in (3.8) are surjective submersions. 2-FM -morphisms are quadruples
f : W →W ′, f : Y → Y ′, f0 : N → N ′ and f0 : M →M
′ such that π′ ◦ f = f0 ◦ π,
p′ ◦f = f ◦p, π′ ◦f = f
0
◦π and p′ ◦f0 = f0 ◦ p̄ if we have considered another 2-FM -
object W ′ of the form (3.8). If in addition to that π : Y → M are FMk,l-objects
and f : Y → Y ′ are FMk,l-local isomorphisms, we obtain the category 2-FMk,l.
For an 2-FMk,l-object W define




and for an 2-FMk,l-morphism f : W → W ′ define J̃r,s,q(f) := jr,s,q(f, f0) ◦r,s,q
X ◦r,s,q (jr,s,q(f, f0))
−1. This defines a bundle functor on the category 2-FMk,l
since J̃r,s,q(idY , p)(jr,s,q(f, f0) ◦r,s,qX ◦r,s,q (jr,s,q(f, f0))
−1) = jr,s,qα(X) idY . One can
easily verify that J̃r,s,q preserves fiber products W1 ×Y W2. Thus we have obtained
the following Proposition
Proposition 8. The J̃r,s,q1 defined by (3.9) is a bundle functor on the category
2-FMk,l preserving fibered products.
In the very end we prove that the projection πr,s defined by induction in (2.8) can
be obtained as the composition of J̃p(id, π1,V ) and J̃p(id, s) only. It reads as follows








) ◦ . . .(3.10)







◦ . . . ◦ J̃ l−i(id
Y
, sY,Ji−1Y ◦J̃r,s+1−l(Y,Z)










. The proof is done by induction with respect to s − r. For s = r, the
right-hand side of (3.10) is π1,V
Y,J̃r(Y,Z)
which is obviously πr,r+1Y,Z . The induction step
will be proved if we show that T J̃r(idY , f) = J̃r+1(idY , f) since in this case the rigt-
hand side of (3.10) is exactly (2.8). The verification is given by T J̃r(idY , f)(j1yσ) =
j1y(J̃
r(idY , f)(σ(u)) = j1y(j
r
yf ◦r σ(u)) = jr+1y f ◦r+1 j1y(σ(u)) since jrf is in fact a
constant local section on J̃r. The second assertion is verified applying (l − 1)-times
(2.13). 
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Remark. In the very end we remark that the iteration of non-holonomic (r, s, q)-
jets is given by the formula
(3.11) J̃r1,s1,q1 ◦ J̃r2,s2,q2 = J̃r1+r2,s1+s2,q1+q2
for any s1 > r1 6 q1 and s2 > r2 6 q2. It can be directly obtained from the formula
for the iteration of Weil bundles, i.e. TA ◦ TB = TA⊗B for any Weil algebras A
and B.
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